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FROM THE PRESIDENT

BREAKTHROUGHS DON’T USUALLY COME IN A “EUREKA!” MOMENT.
Rather, they are typically the result of incremental achievements
and years of dedication, perseverance and hard work.
With this inaugural issue of “Breaking Through,” our biannual news magazine, we celebrate the
accomplishments of our dedicated faculty and staff, and share the importance of your support in
helping the MDI Biological Laboratory lead a revolution in regenerative medicine.
The following pages contain some of the most significant accomplishments in our 119-year history
– accomplishments that simply would not be possible without your generosity. Chief among these
acheivements is the validation of our unique approach to regenerative medicine.
For the past 15 years, regenerative medicine research has focused on stem cell- and tissue
engineering-therapies that have so far failed to deliver on their promise. In contrast, our approach is to
identify the molecular pathways for regeneration in organisms that have retained the ability to repair
and restore damaged tissues and organs, then develop drugs that activate dormant pathways for
regeneration in humans.
And we know our approach is working. In a short time and for modest cost, we have identified drug
candidates to regenerate heart muscle after a heart attack and nerves damaged by chemotherapy
treatment which causes peripheral neuropathy, a painful, potentially disabling condition.
Our unique strategy of developing new therapies that harness the body’s natural ability to heal holds
tremendous promise and may potentially help millions lead lives free of pain and disability. But the
path from laboratory bench to clinic is long, arduous and expensive, and the likelihood of failure is
high. However, with your help we are confident that together we will make enormous contributions
to the field of regenerative medicine.
Thank you for joining us as a partner in this exciting quest to “break through” and develop novel
drug therapies with the potential to transform 21st century medicine.
				

With deepest gratitude,

				
				

Kevin Strange, Ph.D.
President

Bringing Nerve Regeneration from Tank to Bedside
Sandra Rieger, Ph.D., has identified two potential drugs for treating chemotherapy induced peripheral
neuropathy. The tail fin of a larval zebrafish (above) shows the effects of paclitaxel, a chemotherapy drug,
on the cellular structures of the skin. Read more about Dr. Rieger’s research at mdibl.org/breaking-through
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FOCUS ON RESEARCH

What If
Stimulating
Regeneration
Were As
Simple As
Taking a Drug?

FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS, regenerative medicine research has focused
primarily on developing stem cell- and tissue engineering-based therapies
to regenerate, replace or repair damaged tissues and organs. Despite
extensive research, however, these approaches remain challenged
by their complexity and expense, by problems with efficacy and by
ethical and regulatory hurdles.

The U.S. Department

BUT WHAT IF THERE WERE ANOTHER APPROACH? What if we could

of Health and Human

simply take a drug to stimulate the regeneration of lost and damaged

Services has called

tissues and organs?

regenerative medicine
the “vanguard of 21st
century healthcare.”

By contrast with stem cell and tissue
engineering approaches, few resources
have been devoted to the development
of regenerative medicine drug
therapies, despite the fact that they
offer many advantages. These include
reduced complexity, reduced cost,
reversibility (a drug can simply be
discontinued), fewer regulatory
hurdles and the absence of ethical
concerns like those that have
challenged the stem cell field.
They are also easy to administer,
which is why drugs and their herbal
counterparts have been the mainstay
of medicine for thousands of years.
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At the MDI Biological Laboratory,
we are pioneering new approaches to
regenerative medicine.
Our research is focused on defining the
gene and signaling networks that
control regeneration in diverse animals
like zebrafish and salamanders that have
the natural ability to regenerate injured
or lost tissues. We now know that
humans possess these same genes and
signaling pathways, yet our ability to
regenerate lost and damaged tissues is
limited. Our goal is to understand why
these pathways are dormant in humans
and then develop drugs that will
activate them. ›

“If we can decode the instruction
manual for regeneration in highly
regenerative species, we should
be able to develop drug therapies
that will activate our own dormant
regenerative capacity.”
VOOT YIN, PH.D.
MDI Biological Laboratory
Assistant Professor
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While other regenerative medicine therapies
focus on transplanting stem cells or creating
new tissues and organs in a dish, we are
taking a different approach.

The example of heart disease

A great moment in the laboratory

Heart disease, the world’s leading
killer, (taking the lives of 17.5 million
people per year, according to the World
Health Organization) offers an example
of the benefits of our approach to
regenerative medicine.

Voot P. Yin, Ph.D., remembers well
the day in the summer of 2012 that
a student who was screening potential
drug candidates in his laboratory found
that MSI-1436 increased regeneration
in the tail fin of the zebrafish by 300
percent. Yin was so astonished by the
results that he had the student repeat
the experiment several times and under
different conditions.

When a patient suffers a heart attack,
a portion of the heart muscle is deprived
of oxygen and dies. The dead tissue and
associated scarring interfere with the
heart’s ability to pump blood effectively,
leading to disability and possibly to
heart failure and death. Standard
treatment for a heart attack is focused
on preventing a secondary attack
and heart failure. No drugs exist to
regenerate damaged heart muscle
tissue in humans – yet.
In the early 2000s the promise of stem
cells generated tremendous enthusiasm,
including for the treatment of heart disease.
However, despite more than 15 years
of research and the investment of
hundreds of millions of dollars, stem
cells have largely failed to deliver on
their promise.
Our scientists are taking a different tack.
We are seeking to harness the body’s
natural ability to heal and regrow
tissues. Early indications are that it’s
working. In just three years and with
limited investment, our unique
approach has yielded a drug candidate,
MSI-1436, for regenerating damaged
heart muscle that we are working to
move into clinical development through
a spinoff company, Novo Biosciences.
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“That was definitely a great moment in
the laboratory,” says Yin, an assistant
professor and co-founder of Novo
Biosciences along with MDI Biological
Laboratory President Kevin Strange,
Ph.D., and co-inventor of MSI-1436
with Strange and collaborator Michael
Zasloff, M.D., Ph.D.
Yin followed the zebrafish study
with a mouse study that also showed
dramatic effects on heart muscle
regeneration. Those results were
recently published in the journal npj
Regenerative Medicine. The next step
is to test MSI-1436 in pigs, the
animal model whose heart most
closely resembles that of humans.
If that study is successful, Novo
Biosciences plans to pursue
clinical trials in humans.
Though MSI-1436 has enormous
potential, Strange cautions that drug
development is a perilous process.
“Ninety percent of the drug candidates
that make it into human clinical testing
fail — they don’t produce the expected
results or they are toxic,” he says. “Still,
we think MSI-1436 is very promising.”

MSI-1436 has two significant
advantages that could help smooth the
path to clinical applications. The first is
that it works in both zebrafish and mice,
which are separated by more than 450
million years of evolution. The fact that
the drug candidate works in two such
disparate species is a strong indicator
that it might work in humans as well.
The other is that MSI-1436 has already
been found to be safe in Phase 1a and 1b
human clinical trials that tested the drug
as a possible treatment for obesity and
type 2 diabetes. The trials found that it
was well tolerated by patients at doses
5 to 50 times higher than those that
stimulate regeneration in zebrafish
and mice.
“This is extremely significant,” says
Strange. “The fact that MSI-1436 is
well tolerated by humans shaves years
off the drug development process.”

nature. Our goal is to reactivate the
instruction manual for the repair and
regeneration of tissue that has been
conserved by evolution in our DNA for
hundreds of millions of years.
Yin is fond of quoting the late British
biochemist, Leslie Orgel, whose studies
of early life on Earth contributed to a
now widely accepted theory about the
development of DNA. “Evolution,”
Orgel said, “is smarter than you are.”
“If we can decode the instruction
manual for regeneration in highly
regenerative species,” Yin says, “we
should be able to develop drug
therapies that will activate our own
dormant regenerative capacity.”
LEARN MORE › Visit the Breaking
Through blog for additional insights on
our unique approach to regenerative biology.

AT RIGHT, TOP:
The axolotl, or
Mexican salamander,
is a valuable animal
model in regenerative
medicine research
because of its
ability to regrow its
limbs, organs and
spinal cord.
MIDDLE: The MDI
Biological Laboratory
is focused on
developing drugs
to restore lost and
damaged tissue
and organs.
BOTTOM: Dividing
regenerating cells
during appendage
regeneration in the
zebrafish tail fin.

If MSI-1436 proves to be effective
in humans, it will change the lives
of millions of people who are disabled
by heart disease. It also holds the
potential to stimulate wound healing,
reduce wound scarring and stimulate
regeneration of multiple other tissues,
including nervous and skeletal
muscle tissue.

“Evolution is smarter than you are”
While other regenerative medicine
therapies focus on transplanting stem
cells or creating new tissues and organs
in a dish, we are taking our cues from
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Engaging
Life Science
Innovators and
Entrepreneurs
New Center for Biomedical Innovation
Helps Modernize Maine’s Economy

In March, the MDI Biological

“Our goal is to build an

Laboratory entered a new era in

entrepreneurial ecosystem

its 119-year history with the
opening of the Maine Center
for Biomedical Innovation, funded

for Maine that trains students
to adapt to a rapidly changing
job marketplace and provides
entrepreneurs with the skills

through a $3 million state bond.

and resources to turn their

The new center will focus on

ideas into new products and

promoting a thriving science and

services,” says President

technology sector in Maine by

Kevin Strange, Ph.D. ›

facilitating innovation- and
entrepreneurial-based learning
and by nurturing emerging life
science and technology companies.
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IT’S A TALL ORDER
but the MDI Biological Laboratory’s
extensive track record of success
positions us to lead this effort:

• As the creator and leader of
“Maine’s education and
research institutions are
generating well-trained
students and valuable R&D,
but job creation isn’t keeping
pace. If Maine is to transition
to a knowledge- and
information-based economy,
it needs to develop a robust
science and technology
culture. As innovators and
entrepreneurs ourselves,
we are ideally positioned
to lead this effort.”
KEVIN STRANGE, PH.D.
MDI Biological Laboratory President
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Building on an impressive legacy

Modernizing Maine’s economy

A bold mission

The 6,560 sq. ft. Maine Center for
Biomedical Innovation will allow us to
build on our impressive legacy in
biomedical training by doubling our
training capacity (see sidebar page 11).
We commemorated the opening with
a new course for undergraduates
entitled “Bridging Disciplines:
Navigating Successful 21st Century
Careers in Biomedical Science.”

In addition to providing training and
resources for Maine students and
entrepreneurs, the Maine Center for
Biomedical Innovation will play a leading
role in establishing a science and
technology commercialization ecosystem.
It will also help attract technologyfocused venture capital to Maine by
providing start-up companies with
state-of-the-art incubator space, scientific
infrastructure and expertise, business
training and access to a continually
growing international R&D network.

The center’s bold mission to modernize
Maine’s economy through biomedical
innovation, entrepreneurship and
commercialization is reflected in its
striking architecture. Occupying an
oceanfront site overlooking Upper
Frenchman Bay, the building breaks
with tradition in its contemporary style,
which communicates our forwardlooking focus. The most distinctive
design element is the abundant use of
glass, which takes maximum advantage
of the views while also symbolizing our
connection to the natural world.

Designed to introduce students to
concepts and tools that will allow them
to work across disciplinary boundaries,
the course was the brainchild of
University of Maine students Isaiah
Mansour and Samuel Landry, both
2016 summer fellows at the laboratory.
Recognizing that learning to navigate
across disciplines will be essential for
their generation in terms of keeping
their careers relevant in an economy
that is evolving with unprecedented
speed, the students proposed the
creation of a new course to help
provide the necessary skills for success.
“Innovation typically occurs at the
interface of disciplines,” says Mansour,
a marine biology major and aspiring
entrepreneur. “But students who are
locked into disciplinary silos lack the
language and skills to work across
disciplines. That’s why Sam and I
sought to implement a course that
provides students with the expertise
to collaboratively address problems
from a range of scientific perspectives.”

Expanding our research capacity
Completion of the new center plays an
important role in the overall growth of
the MDI Biological Laboratory by
freeing up space for the recruitment of
two new research teams to the Kathryn
W. Davis Center for Regenerative
Biology and Medicine.
In 2013, we were recognized by the
National Institutes of Health as a
Center of Biomedical Research
Excellence (COBRE) for our innovative
research in aging and regenerative
medicine. This designation was
supported by a $13 million grant that
requires continued transformative
growth. Recruitment of additional
faculty to the Davis Center is essential
for building the critical mass of
scientists we need to meet our longrange strategic goals and grow
Maine’s 21st century economy through
innovation in the life sciences.

The most impressive feature of this
facility by far, however, is the learning
that is going on inside. The center is
helping students and professionals from
Maine and around the world maximize
their potential, realize their career
ambitions, contribute to the
advancement of biomedical science and
translate their ideas and discoveries into
products and therapies that will benefit
human health and well being.
We invite you to take advantage of the
many activities we will be offering in
the center, and join our quest to drive
the success of Maine’s science and
technology sector and to create 21st
century jobs for Maine students —
right here at home.

Maine’s first statewide

WATCH › Isaiah Mansour, Sam Landry
and others talk about how the Bridging
Disciplines course changed the way they think
about science at mdibl.org/breaking-through/
bridgingdisciplines.

biomedical research and
training ecosystem, Maine
INBRE, we have provided
training for more than 2,100
Maine students since the
program’s inception in 2001

LEARN MORE › Visit the Breaking
Through blog to hear why entrepreneurs
like Michael Kagan are incubating their companies
at the MDI Biological Laboratory.

and have fostered the careers
of many early-stage scientists.
In fact, 91 percent of INBRE
graduates go on to pursue
careers or advanced
education in scientific or
medical careers.

• Using our scientific expertise
as a platform, our training
focuses on the skills
required to nurture
innovation and
entrepreneurship —
skills like critical thinking,
problem-solving, adaptability,
creativity, communications,
collaboration and openness
to risk-taking.

• W e have created a vibrant
campus-wide network of

scientists, entrepreneurs and
students and seek to expand
this model statewide. We are
currently incubating five life
sciences companies, including
Novo Biosciences, whose goal
is to commercialize the
regenerative medicine drug
candidates we have discovered
(see Page 4).
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THIS IS WHY YOUR SUPPORT MATTERS

Dean Read adopted his credo

of personal responsibility as a young loan officer
whose loan applications were being rejected by bank
management. At first, he blamed management
for not recognizing the value of his work. But then
he realized that blaming them accomplished nothing.
If he wanted to succeed, he had to do a better job.

That philosophy has served him well over the course of a long career in banking,
the capstone of which was his position as president of Bar Harbor Bank &
Trust, from which he retired in 2005.
DEAN READ AND
HIS WIFE PENNY
walk in the woods
near their Bar Harbor
home. Read is a loyal
donor to the MDI
Biological Laboratory
and chairman of the
institution’s finance
committee.
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Read, 69, has also applied this philosophy to his health. The son of a doctor who
died prematurely due in part to poor health habits — habits that ran contrary
to the advice he gave his patients — Read learned firsthand the consequences
of not taking care of yourself. Recognizing that cardiovascular disease was in
his genes, he has always exercised, watched his diet and tried to control stress.
An avid cyclist, he bikes 5,000 to 6,000 miles a year. He also advocates for
what he calls a health “infrastructure”: he is active on the boards of the MDI
Hospital, the Mount Desert Island YMCA and the Bicycle Coalition of
Maine. Indeed, he sees his volunteer activities as an important part of his
credo of personal responsibility. ›
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ABOUT US

Our scientists are pioneering new
approaches in regenerative medicine,
demonstrating that regeneration could
be triggered simply by taking a pill.
As innovators and entrepreneurs,
they are also dedicated to teaching
what they know and preparing students
for successful 21st century careers.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Peter J. Allen, M.D., Chairman
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Edward J. Benz, Jr., M.D., Vice Chairman
Dana Farber Cancer Institute

Thomas A. Boyd, Ph.D., Treasurer
Anthology BioDevelopment, LLC

Alan B. Miller, Esq., Secretary
Kevin Strange, Ph.D., President, ex officio
MDI Biological Laboratory

Phoebe C. Boyer
The Children’s Aid Society

Terence C. Boylan
Maximiliaan J. Brenninkmeyer

Together, we can
have a profound
impact on
countless lives.
Maybe even yours.

Ned T. Cloonan
Ned Cloonan Associates

Ruth Cserr
Spencer Ervin, Esq.
Joanne R. Firstenberg
Douglas Elliman

John A. Hays
Christie’s

Frank L. Hohmann III
Lewis B. Kinter, Ph.D.
Green Lawn Scientific Consulting, LLC

“The world isn’t going to change because
you want it to. You have to ask, ‘What can I do?’”

Alan W. Kornberg, Esq.
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP

Anne H. Lehmann
I. Wistar Morris III
Penn Trust

D E A N R E A D, MDI Biological Laboratory Donor and Volunteer

Margaret A. Myers, M.D.
Josephine A. Sollano, M.P.H., Dr.P.H.
Pfizer

Bruce A. Stanton, Ph.D.

In terms of heart disease, which also
runs in his wife’s family, his volunteer
activities were focused for many years
on the American Heart Association.
But he was drawn to the MDI
Biological Laboratory by the
opportunity for a more significant
impact offered by a small organization.
In addition to being a loyal donor, he is
currently chairman of the finance
committee. He is seeing exciting results
in the discovery of MSI-1436
(see Page 4), a drug candidate to
regenerate heart muscle tissue
following a heart attack.
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Read has not escaped heart trouble.
In 2007, he suffered two heart “events,”
one shortly after the other. The events
were attributed to a spasm in a coronary
artery that cut off the blood supply to
his heart, rather than to a build-up of
plaque. He has suffered no lasting
damage, but he is acutely aware that
with his and his wife’s family histories,
it is likely that someone in his family
will be affected. “Somewhere along the
line, those genes will kick in,” he says.
That is why supporting the work of
scientists at the MDI Biological
Laboratory is so important to him.

“I keep coming back to that lesson I
learned as a young loan officer,” Read
says. “The world isn’t going to change
because you want it to. You have to ask,
‘What can I do?’ If I can play a small
part in supporting what the lab is doing
to help patients live healthier, more
productive lives, I can help effect
positive change.”
LEARN MORE ›
Visit mdibl.org/support-us to learn
how your gift can help ensure healthier
lives for you and your family.

Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth

Breakthroughs would not be possible without the
support of generous individuals like you. As a
member of our Star Point Society, you provide
critical funding to scientists exploring new
insights into how our bodies repair damaged
tissues and how we age.
Imagine being part of the team that discovers a
new drug with the potential to dramatically speed
healing and restore heart function after a heart
attack. Or being among the first to develop a new
treatment for repairing damaged nerves.
With your help, scientists at the MDI Biological
Laboratory are on the cusp of making these
possibilities a reality.

Clare Stone
Daphne W. Trotter, Esq.
McDermott Will & Emery LLP

If you are not yet a Star Point Society member we
invite you to learn more at mdibl.org/star-pointsociety or by calling Jeri Bowers at 207.288.3605.
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Keeping Pace with Discovery
We invite you to learn more at our “Breaking Through” blog
The blog is a continuation of our biannual magazine and a great way for friends,
supporters and stakeholders to get a more in-depth look at our work, hear
directly from our scientists and stay informed.
We also invite you to receive updates on our activities by subscribing
to our monthly e-newsletter at mdibl.org/subscribe.

mdibl.org/breaking-through

Connect with us

